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Details of Visit:

Author: Filler
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 24 May 2008 5pm
Duration of Visit: 90 mins
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://victoria-stjames.moonfruit.com
Phone: 07968347873

The Premises:

Private house on eastern side of Portsmouth. Nicely decorated inside. Appeared to be a reasonable
part of town. Parking is on the street which could be a problem as it appeared to be a busy street
but managed to park ok.
When booking Victoria will guide you to a street just off a main road and give you directions to her
address which is nearby.

The Lady:

Mid 30's, red haired lady with real curves. Website says a size 12 dress size which appeared
accurate.

The Story:

Arrived a bit earlier than the appointed time. As I had left home about half 5 in the morning and
spent the day around the new forest I was in need of a wash and brush up to feel more human and
also had a splitting headache through dehydration.
What followed made the headache disappear in a haze of pleasure (perhaps with a couple of
anadin also helping).
From the off this was a full on passionate encounter and as near to the mythical(?) GFE as you are
likely to get. Once undressed it was straight into passionate snogging before Victoria moved down
below to, as she put it making love to the penis which she did with tremendous skill especially by
hand. In fact Victoria gave me the best hand job I can recall from a woman. This carried on until I
came in her mouth.
After a short rest I then gave Victoria some attention with hands and mouth which she enjoyed
coming twice as far as I could tell. As I'd become stiff again below we then had sex with Victoria on
top and in mish which I found I was flagging a bit but with some more encouragement from hand
and mouth from Victoria managed to come again in some volume that surprised me.
I had a wholly superb time with Victoria. She may not be the best looking lady around but is by no
means unattractive. What stood out for me was that Victoria is a tremendously sensual natural
woman with a wholly professional attitude to her work but not to the detriment of having a good
time. In the end I spent a little over over 2 hours with her which included showering before and after.
While getting dressed she laid on bed playing with herself which was a bit offputting when trying to
untangle my shirt. She does have another outside job that she fits escorting around which may go
some way to this feeling like a really natural time we had together.
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If you want to see gorgeous model type girls don't book Victoria. If you want to have a good time
with a sensual and horny woman intent on enjoying herself and making sure you do too then do so.
I just wish it wasn't so far to get to!
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